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Abstract :- The provided document [19] suggests a 

portioned picture broadcasting system where screens of 

small size are accumulated to generate screen of bigger size 

through Ethernet network interface that helps in easy install 

& implementation of digitized display devices. The system 

makes use of Texas Instruments Da Vinci platform, that is 

comprised of Da Vinci TMS320DM6646 dual core CPU 

along an ARM9 core & C64+ digitized signal processor as a 

basic preprocessor & accelerated processor to enhance the 

speed of partitioning the picture & transmission in the 

several devices for display. A protocol having low value for 

overhead is taken into account for synchronizing each frame 

in distributed multimedia system in the connection. For 

dealing such issues of delay in net transmission & loss of 

packets, a standard precision time protocol IEEE 1588 is 

applied & transformed to attain seamless partitioned system 

of broadcasting. In this document, an algorithm is suggested 

that search for backup path for a provided VPN (VPN tree) 

that falls under single link failure model [1]. As any failure 

of link in a VPN tree is recognized, a backup path associated 

to the failing link is triggered for restoring the de-linked 

VPN tree to another one& further ensure reliability of a 

provided VPN. The suggested algorithm has the ability for 

minimizing the delay in transmission & loss of packets. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Because of the need of display over larger screens, size of 

computer & televisions screens have increased very much. 

Though, many of the screens are expensive and can be regulated 

by the network that is customizable. Further, the content of 

media is also of large size that needs some recognizable instance 

of time in order to download the files. Hence, the system of an 

efficient control that is able to accumulate small sized screens to 

be transformed to bigger ones & is maintained by a network 

which is detailed in practical topic of the research [1]. The tiled 

form of display is referred as the future technology that 

develops an environment for presenting high definition pictures 

[2]. Some of the researchers teds towards broadening the view 

screen while some enhance the resolution [3], [4]. The 

associated relative researched of the systems having tiled 

display incorporates Pixel Flex [5], SAGE (Scalable Adaptive 

Graphics Environment) [6] & Power Wall [7]. The Pixel Flex 

that is a display system working as a multi projector and having 

the ability to be re-configured can work like a sole logical 

display, and the display system  designed that can be scaled is 

comprised of projectors that can be mounted over roof, enclosed 

loop system calibration camera & PC rendering cluster. SAGE 

gathers various localized & distributed sets of researchers & 

employs them to work over huge quantity of distributed 

heterogeneous sets of data. A big sized & high definition wall 

for display the pictures produced by computer are termed as 

Power Wall. Many of the electronics having the wall system 

with tiled display in market makes use of this media of analog 

format for transmitting the video signals & hence are expensive 

& scalable over less area size. But, if the liquid crystal display is 

incorporated in tiled systems as a group of computers, the 

design of such system differs from the systems present in 

market. In such kind of systems, grid of the tiled screen can act 

like an interface for one of the device that is a complete system 

in its own. In a scenario of the systems used for commercial 

purposes, every grid of tiled screen acts like a device for display 

that goes along a précised component, which is unable to work 

on the individual basis. Adding up to this, there is a need for 

describing several composite sizes & scales of the components 

that are ordered before their hardwired even before they are 

shipped.  The field assembling of the display devices & 

proximal server requires a genuine technician on the site. The 

motive behind this job is implementation of tile digitized display 

that has the ability of supporting all of the formats of media of a 

MPEG system without any constraints of platform 

&specifications of hardware. The suggested system is 

comprised of a master clock server that grants absolute time in 

order to enable synchronization of machines externally. The 

suggested system has difference from commercial products of 

the servers having multiple screens as for the given 

characteristics [8]. 

 

• Settings & maintenance are needed for every time for such 

products available in the market. The suggested system is 

comprised of remote server (Texas Instruments Da Vinci 

embedded system) , that is a group of clients &can b 

reconfigured & a platform of software that is constituted over 

codes of software for configuring the titled system that can 

moderate the barriers. 

 

• Even though the commercial servers supplies the ability of 

being scalable over various display components a setup that is 
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either pre-programmed or manual is needed. The suggested 

system has the capability of identifying the amount of display 

components online e& also calculates the frames portioned for a 

video. 

• Rather than applying a quad & dual processor like the 

commercial components, the suggested system makes tends to 

apply cheap solutions to attain the required outcomes. 

 

Traditional controls for synchronizations need peer-to-peer 

communication in the receivers without having any protocol 

linked to the sender. This peer-to-peer communication 

establishes a barrier that is termed as semaphore. The receiver 

halts at the barrier and waits for the other peers as soon as the 

allocated portion of a picture is received. As the information is 

received by all of the receivers, they will get off from the 

barrier& their screens are refreshed. Two generalized schemas 

are incorporated into such peer-to-peer cooperation 

methodologies which are: linear & tree implementation on the 

basis of flow of signals & topological design [9]. 

 

• Linear implementation: One receiver is regarded to be the 

complete master & the synchronization is conducted by it. As 

soon the messages of synchronization are received by the master 

from the receivers, an ‘ACK’ signal is transmitted to the 

receivers. Then the receivers will start executing their prices 

individually as they receive the signal. This approach has the 

advantage in terms of convenience & deployment. Though, the 

impact of barrier can increase the chances of deadlock situation 

& starvation however interpreter communication is blocked or 

putting much load over master. 

• Tree implementation: The tree implementation requires several 

receivers to fit in a balanced tree like structure so it is been able 

for balancing the inter peer communication to some extent. 

Alike to the linear implementation, a synchronization message is 

been relayed through the parent members to master in a 

predefined balance tree by a receiver, like a root in predefined 

maintained tree in order to reach the barrier. The ACK signal is 

relayed back to the leave by root for accumulating the messages 

of synchronization. The receivers move on in a synchronous 

manner on the basis of the ACK signal. Though, loads of inter 

peer communication in tree schema are discrepant on large basis 

like enhanced controlling mechanism. 

 

Alternate to this, the suggested attempts for this approach for 

designing the protocols of network that are applied for joining 

the partitioned signals seems less to be presented over display of 

screen, in the receivers & senders apart from the peers over 

receivers. This suggested technique doesn’t eliminates the 

situation of starvation & deadlock that occurs in peer-to-peer 

communication, but is able to conquer some other disadvantages 

of transmission of streaming multimedia content for which large 

space is required by the components for accumulating the media 

files or time of transmission for synchronizing or downloading 

the content to present the partitioned pictures with the help of 

VPN transmission.  

 

In this document, the display components get distributed on the 

network & intakes the partitioned pictures to generate a display 

of actual streaming multimedia files. The synchronizing the 

partitioned files in a sequence of video on system having 

multiple screens are a sensitive problem with respect to the 

performance of suggested system. As the delay in transmission 

many get differentiated in the display devices, there is 

difference in the timing of receiving the packets.  If the received 

partitioned pictures are presented by the system, the frame will 

be presented in pieces to the viewers. Hence, synchronization of 

the streaming media must be taken into account to cope up with 

the issues related to display. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of the partitioned images broadcasting 

system. 

 

In the document the suggested system for seamlessly partitioned 

picture broadcasting has to display the pictures online. For this 

purpose, computation performed by the master must be very 

quick for partitioning the pictures. Lastly, the time of 

synchronization of the media content streaming online is taken 

as for assurance of the partitioned pictures are presented but not 

bounded in time frame. 

 

 

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

 

The suggested system makes use of Ethernet network interface 

for linking the displaying components & streaming master that 

are small sized screens and further produce a bigger screen. 

Streaming master is applied to the system & it must encode the 

multimedia content for performing various computations. 

Hence, TI Da Vinci Platform [10] is applied like a basic 

processor & an accelerated processor. Further, suggested system 

is capable of handling the pictures that are clicked by versatile 

components. V4L2 (Video 4 Linux Version II) is an application 

for video capturing programming interface for the Linux [11].  It 

is able in assisting various webcams based over universal serial, 

Television tuners & TV tuners & various other components. For 

this purpose, the suggested system makes it like a tool for 

transforming the raw pictures to motion JPEG multimedia files 
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for Da Vinci platform. The fig 1 presents the structure of 

suggested system. The driver of V42 is applied for 

transformation of pictures that are captured by CCD (Charge 

Coupled Device) into motion JPEG media files. Then control of 

picture partitioning Da Vinci streaming master while the control 

for encoding of packets & transmission of images online if to 

slaves by the Ethernet network. The data is received by the 

slaves & the partitioned pictures are presented simultaneously. 

Hence, the actual pictures are restored. One concern for 

synchronization is that the data streams for multimedia files 

needs to be synchronized in the period of replay till it is 

transmitted over various receivers on the network. In the 

delivery of data streams of multimedia files on real-time, 

 
Fig. 2. Example of offset measurement in the IEEE 1588 time 

protocol. 

 

Mismatching of information in the same instance of time in the 

multimedia data streams that are put in the parallel on various 

channels makes the presentation seamless partitioned pictures 

not possible. Hence, the main focus of the suggested system is 

over a distributed multimedia system which is a protocol having 

a low overhead for synchronization of frame. The IEEE 1588 

Standard Precision Time Protocol  [12] makes use of clock 

master, that is not appropriate for the suggested several display 

components & single master device & is an efficient solution 

that permits the précised synchronization of time in an Ethernet 

network. The time protocol for IEEE 1588 is to be calculated as 

offset & delay computation in the process of synchronization. 

The offset measurement is considered to be the difference in 

slave & master will be initially corrected. Two of he packets 

termed as “Sync” & “Follow Up” are explained for the offset 

measurement. For a provided slave component, the offset o(t) on 

the time instance t is explained by 

 

o(t) = s(t) - m(t)                              ......(1) 

 

In which s(t) & m(t) present the computed physical time on the 

master & slave component clocks. Figure 2 is considered to be 

as an illustration for offset computations on the basis of IEEE 

1588 protocol. The master relay a distinct message related to 

synchronization (Sync) to slave at several instances that are 2s 

initially. Tm1 & Tm2 are considered to be the précised time of 

transmission that is accumulated in Follow Up packet, as per the 

computation of master clock. Ts1 & Ts2 are taken as the exact 

reception time for a slave clock that is relative to the Tm1 & 

Tm2. The slave computes the offset by making use of time 

stamp of reception for Sync message & précised time of sync 

transmission. Hence, 

 

o(Ts1) = s(Ts1) − m(Tm1) = 101.5 − 151 = −49.5       ......(2) 

 

 

As the slave clock is made more accurate as per the offset 

computations, both the clocks of slave & master become 

synchronous if no transmission in delay is observed. The 

measure of delay computes the latency or delay in the master & 

slave. The slave clock transmits ‘delay request’ on irregular 

intervals & the interval of time is bigger than the request of 

synchronization made by master. The master produces a time 

stamp when the packet is received & it transmits the 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Example of delay measurement in the IEEE 1588 time 

protocol. 
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Fig. 4. Example of time synchronization in IEEE 1588 after 

considering offset and delay measurement. 

 

Reception time to slave in a packet said as ‘delay response’. The 

dm (delay measurement) is made true after offset computations 

that are linked to it, which is average of ‘delay response’  ‘delay 

request’ & is explained as: 

 

dm = ((m(tdelay_request) - s(tdelay_request)) + (s(tdelay_response ) - m 

(tdelay_response )))/2            .........(3) 

 

In this s(t) & m(t) presents the computed time over master & 

slave components. As in figure 3, the time of receiving & 

transmission of delay response in the master are 171.5 & 171.7. 

The time of transmission for delay request & time of receiving 

for the response of delay in slave are 170.5 & 171.7 

respectively. 

 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

The provided document [19] suggests a portioned picture 

broadcasting system where screens of small size are 

accumulated to generate screen of bigger size through Ethernet 

network interface that helps in easy install & implementation of 

digitized display devices. The system makes use of Texas 

Instruments Da Vinci platform, that is comprised of Da Vinci 

TMS320DM6646 dual core CPU along an ARM9 core & C64+ 

digitized signal processor as a basic preprocessor & accelerated 

processor to enhance the speed of partitioning the picture & 

transmission in the several devices for display. A protocol 

having minimal overhead is to synchronize each frame in 

distributed multimedia system that was taken into account in the 

time of connection. In this document [17] we attain the issue of 

delay in transmission & loss of packets in the period of 

variegated components for display. Hence we tend to minimize 

the loss in packets & delay of transmission in the period of 

transmission in order to speed up the communication. 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODLOGY 

 

The suggested restorable VPN Provisioning Algorithms, A 

restorable VPN provisioning algorithm may be comprised of the 

provided three main constituents: 

 

(1) VPN provisioning algorithm for non-failure case,  

(2) backup path set selection algorithm, and 

 (3) resource-sharing system.  

 

By the trade-off in complicacy during implementations & 

keeping the benefits associated to performance in mind, NSP 

might be able to structurized the VPN provisioning algorithm 

that can be restored with different kind of flavors by applying 

several methodologies for the provided three constituents. In 

this portion, three provisioning algorithms are suggested that 

produce online restorable VPNs under ORVEP. 

 

Algorithm A: Optimal-Tree without bandwidth sharing 

 

➢ Identifying a VPN tree vt by applying tree routing 

algorithm [7]. 

➢ Finding of an associated backup path that is set for bt 

by implementing BANGUAD. 

 

Algorithm B: Optimal-Tree with bandwidth sharing 

➢ It is similar to Algorithm A, with the exception of 

bandwidth sharing algorithm that is incorporated. 

 

Algorithm C: Enumerate-tree with bandwidth sharing 

➢ For every node v over G, a VPN tree vtv is searched by 

making use of breadth first algorithm [18]. 

➢ For every VPN tree vtv, the associated backup path set 

BPv by making use of BANGUAD. 

➢ The combination of back path & combinational tree is 

set through minimal substantial allocation of 

bandwidth. 

 

The algorithm for enabling the sharing algorithm is provided. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this document, The restorable VPN provisioning algorithm is 

suggested through which we are able to locate the group of 
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backups for a provided VPN (VPN tree) under single link 

failure model [1]. As soon a failure of the link over VPN is 

recognized, backup path that is associated to that failed link is 

triggered for restoration of de-linked VPN tree to another one & 

so reliability for the provided VPN is ensured. This suggested 

methodology gets the ability for minimizing the loss of packets 

& delay in transmission in distinctive display components.  
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